Only with the development of the uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1)-ablated mouse has it become possible to strictly delineate the physiological significance of the thermogenic capacity of brown adipose tissue. Considering the presence of active brown adipose tissue in adult humans, these insights may have direct human implications. In addition to classical nonshivering thermogenesis, all adaptive adrenergic thermogeneses, including diet-induced thermogenesis, is fully dependent on brown adipocyte activity. Any weight-reducing effect of b 3 -adrenergic agonists is fully dependent on UCP1 activity, as is any weightreducing effect of leptin (in excess of its effect on reduction of food intake). Consequently, in the absence of the thermogenic activity of brown adipose tissue, obesity develops spontaneously. The ability of brown adipose tissue to contribute to glucose disposal is also mainly related to thermogenic activity. However, basal metabolic rate, cold-induced thermogenesis, acute cold tolerance, fevers, nonadaptive adrenergic thermogenesis and processes such as angiogenesis in brown adipose tissue itself are not dependent on UCP1 activity. Whereas it is likely that these conclusions are also qualitatively valid for adult humans, the quantitative significance of brown adipose tissue for human metabolismFand the metabolic consequences for a single individual possessing more or less brown adipose tissueFawaits clarification.
Introduction
The present realization that brown adipose tissue is found in a significant fraction of the adult human population [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and that the tissue is metabolically active in these adults (and, correspondingly, that it is not present and is not active in an equally significant number of adults) 1, 3, 4, 6 brings to the fore the issue of the functional importance of the tissue for our understanding of human metabolism. Although no functional studies are available at present with respect to humans, it must be considered relevant to summarize what is known about the functional significance of brown adipose tissue from studies in mice andFwith some cautionFapply these observations to the human situation. Although the importance of brown adipose tissue thermogenic activity for different metabolic phenomena has been discussed for as long as its thermogenic function has been knownFthat is, since the 1960sFit was really only after the introduction of the uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1)-ablated mouse 7 that conclusive experiments could be designed to establish which physiological phenomena were dependent on UCP1 (and thus on the thermogenic capacity of brown adipose tissue).
Here, we will not examine studies using these UCP1-ablated mice to examine the function and regulation of UCP1 in the brown adipose tissue itself. It suffices to emphasize that norepinephrine-induced thermogenesis in brown adipocytes is fully dependent on the presence of UCP1. 8, 9 There is thus no brown-fat-derived heat in UCP1-ablated mice. For simplicity, we refer below to the heat emanating from UCP1-dependent mechanisms as emanating from 'brown adipose tissue'. We thus define all UCP1-containing cells as being brown adipocytes, without distinguishing whether they are found in classical brown adipose tissue depots or elsewhere in the body. We may also somewhat loosely use the term brown-fat dependent when we really mean UCP1 dependent; in reality, these expressions are practically synonymous. However, it must be remembered that in the UCP1-ablated mouse, the tissue is still present and, to the extent that the tissue may have other functions than being the site of UCP1-mediated heat production, these functions may still remain. The possible release of adipokines from brown adipose tissue ('bradipokines') is one such probably UCP1-independent function of brown adipose tissue.
UCP1-dependent metabolic processes
Classical nonshivering thermogenesis The term 'nonshivering thermogenesis' is sometimes used at present in a very broad context, in principle encompassing all heat production/oxygen consumption occurring in a subject/an animal, except that coming directly from muscle activity (and in that case nonshivering thermogenesis includes what is normally referred to as 'basal metabolism'). However, the term classically refers only to the very special heat production that, with time, develops in a mammal when it is acclimated to cold. Although a mammal acutely defends its body temperature by shivering (increasing its heat production about five times (for a mouse) when placed in the cold), with time (weeks) in the cold, it will cease to shiver; however, the oxygen consumption will remain high; this is 'classical nonshivering thermogenesis'. The phenomenon has been characterized at least since the 1950s, and the source of the heat was discussed for several decades thereafter. Most scientists believed at that time that the heat was produced in muscle, but indications that it derived from brown adipose tissue became increasingly convincing with time. However, it may be said that not until it was demonstrated that the UCP1-ablated mice never cease to shiver in the cold 10 was it finally accepted that classical nonshivering thermogenesis is identical to the thermogenesis occurring in brown adipose tissue. Thus, the recruitment of brown adipose tissue that occurs successively in chronic cold is the basis for the increasing ability of the animal to produce heat by adaptive nonshivering thermogenesis. A UCP1-ablated mouse therefore possesses no alternative means for adaptive nonshivering thermogenesis: neither other uncoupling proteins nor any other biochemical process in any tissue can substitute for UCP1 in brown adipose tissue.
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As a corollary to this ability of brown adipose tissue to replace constant muscle shivering, it may be said that brown adipose tissue is essential for protecting muscle against the apparent damage that constant shivering may cause in the muscle Ca 2 þ -handling system 12 (in addition to a series of alterations in muscles that are most easily understood as training effects due to the constant muscular activity 13 ). Whereas living in the cold does not shorten the lifespan of normal mice, 14 UCP1-ablated mice in the cold have a decreased lifespan, surviving only about 3 months. 10 The mice do not display any obvious cause of death, and there is thus no verified explanation for the early death; however, it is possible that the early death of these mice may be related to the alterations in muscle Ca 2 þ handling.
Cold-acclimation-recruited, norepinephrine-induced thermogenesis It was also aFbasically unexpectedFfinding from the 1950s that the development of the capacity for nonshivering thermogenesis was accompanied by an increased response to an injection or infusion of norepinephrine. Similar to the case for nonshivering thermogenesis, the anatomical localization of this enhanced thermogenic response to norepinephrine was discussed for decades. Not until it was proven that UCP1-ablated mice lacked the ability to demonstrate this enhanced response to norepinephrine 15 was it established that this enhanced adrenergic response was fully due to brown adipose tissue thermogenic activity.
There is no doubt that the physiological agent eliciting thermogenesis (and recruitment) in brown adipose tissue is norepinephrine. We therefore consider norepinephrine to be the most relevant drug to use to estimate the magnitude of this metabolic response. It is possible to observe responses with selective b-adrenergic agonists, but brown adipocytes contain both b-and a-adrenergic receptors, which also govern different processes in the cell, 16, 17 and both receptor subtypes are needed to induce the full thermogenic response. 18, 19 The thermogenic response to b-stimulation in brown adipocytes is mediated through b 3 -adrenergic receptors. 20 Although specific b 3 -adrenergic agonists may therefore be used for studies of adrenergic thermogenesis, they clearly have the same limitations as the broader b-adrenergic agonists, in that they do not include the a 1 -adrenergic components of the thermogenic response of brown adipocytes. There are several other caveats to be considered in the design and analysis of experiments using adrenergic agents (norepinephrine). First, use of anesthesized animals is helpful because any injection in itself constitutes a stress to the animal that also results in an enhanced thermogenesis 15 that is not necessarily (or not exclusively) brown-fat mediated as it is a 'fever' (B Gao, B Cannon and J Nedergaard, unpublished observations). Note, however, that anesthesia cannot be administered with inhalation anesthetics (halothane, isoflurane and so on), because these agents directly inhibit thermogenesis in brown adipocytes; [21] [22] [23] classically, pentobarbitol is used. Second, it is preferable to perform the experiments at thermoneutrality (E30 1C). At lower temperatures, so-called 'paradoxical' effects may occur (for example decreased body temperature), 24 and furthermore it is not possible to estimate the full capacity for adrenergic thermogenesis because some of the thermogenic capacity will already have been elicited by the cold. Third, the entire response to adrenergic agonist (norepinephrine) should not be considered as being 'the capacity for Thermogenic relevance of brown adipose tissue B Cannon and J Nedergaard nonshivering thermogenesis'. As summarized in Figure 1 , the response to adrenergic stimulation is complex; there is one part that is not adaptive and is UCP1 independent (see section below on nonadaptive adrenergic thermogenesis) and there is one part that is adaptive and is UCP1 dependent. 25 Only this latter part should be considered as 'the capacity for nonshivering thermogenesis'.
b 3 -Adrenoceptor-induced thermogenesis and weight loss Even in UCP1-ablated mice there is, perhaps, a minor (E10% increase over basal metabolism) effect of b 3 -agonists on oxygen consumption; 26, 27 that is, a UCP1-independent b 3 -adrenergic 'thermogenesis' may exist (Figure 1 ), just as there is indeed a UCP1-independent adrenergic 'thermogenesis' in general, being a 20-50% increase over basal 15, 27 ('perhaps' is used because this b 3 -thermogenesis is not seen by all authors 28, 29 (and R Csikasz and J Nedergaard, unpublished observations)). Although the nature of the UCP1-independent adrenergic metabolic effects is not known, it is not unlikely that the functional responses of b 3 -adrenoceptors found in many parts of the body outside brown adipose tissue 30 to high doses of the drug may collectively be observable as an increased metabolism. The most important issue, however, is that this UCP1-independent b 3 -adrenergic 'thermogenesis' (if it exists) has not been demonstrated to be adaptive; that is, there is presently no evidence that the response is greater in cold-acclimated mice or in high-fat-fed mice. More in accordance with the absence than with the presence of this UCP1-independent b 3 -adrenergic 'thermogenesis' (which is much smaller than the b 3 -induced thermogenesis seen in UCP1-possessing mice), [26] [27] [28] [29] the weight-reducing effect of b 3 -agonist treatment is only observable in UCP1-possessing mice and is not observed at all in UCP1-ablated mice. 28 Thus, there is no possibility to bring about weight reduction by b 3 -adrenergic stimulation if the recipient does not possess active brown adipose tissue. In our opinion, the full consequences of these observations have not as yet been taken in the discussions relating to treatment of human obesity with b 3 -adrenoceptor agonists. 30 First, the implication is that b 3 -effects on genuine white adipose tissue (increased lipolysis) are clearly irrelevant for any weight-reducing effect of b 3 -treatment. Second, with current knowledge of the presence of brown adipose tissue in certain adult humans, it is clear that only those who already possess the tissue could benefit from b 3 -adrenergic treatment (and this may be an explanation for the lack of convincing results of b 3 -adrenergic treatments in humans).
In this context, it may be noted that even if subjects possess brown adipocyte precursors (as seems to be the case 6 ), b 3 -stimulation will not induce these precursors to divide. Brown preadipocyte proliferation is a b 1 -adrenergically stimulated process, 31, 32 but not a b 3 -stimulated process, 33, 34 because functional b 3 -adrenoceptors are not found on brown preadipocytes. 35 Third, a further issue is whether indeed human brown adipose tissue thermogenic activity is really mediated by b 3 -adrenoceptors, as is the case in rodents. 20 Several studies indicate that propranolol (that is efficacious only on b 1 /b 2 -adrenoceptors at clinical concentrations) is efficient in inhibiting human brown adipose tissue activity (reviewed in Nedergaard et al.
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). As propranolol is a poor antagonist on b 3 -receptors, 36 these results imply that b 3 -adrenoceptor agonists may not be effective in humans, even though human adipose tissue expresses b 3 -adrenoceptors.
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Leptin-induced weight reduction Leptin-induced weight reduction is fully dependent on UCP1, 37 but only in pair-fed mice. This is because leptin also decreases food intake, leading to a weight reduction in itself ( Figure 2 ). Consequently, if leptin is given to UCP1-ablated mice with free access to food, there is still a body weight reduction (due to the reduced food intake), but its magnitude is only half of that seen in UCP1-containing mice. 38 These observations are also in agreement with the observation that mice that already lack leptin (the ob/ob mice) and are thus unable to stimulate any leptin-dependent thermogenic pathway do not become more obese if they also lack UCP1. 39 Again we feel that the full consequences of these observations have not as yet been taken. In the common seesaw model of the regulation of obesity (sketched in Figure 2 ), the effect of leptin (if above the 'set-point' of the adipostat) is often sketched to include an accelerated 'thermogenesis', without further indications of what this 'thermogenesis' entails. It is the conclusion of the above observations that it Figure 1 The components of adrenergic thermogenesis. The basal level of metabolism is slightly increased in cold-acclimated animals but this may not be the case in diet-adapted animals. In addition, two components of norepinephrine (NE)-induced 'thermogenesis' are observed. The lower part depicted here in grey is not adaptive and is not based on UCP1 activity; the existence of a b 3 -adrenergic component of this UCP1-independent 'thermogenesis' is controversial. It is unlikely that this 'thermogenesis', which results from the activation of all adrenergic receptors in the body, is ever elicited for a thermogenic purpose in the animal. Only the upper, black part of the NE response is adaptive; it is also this part that is fully dependent on UCP1 activity.
Thermogenic relevance of brown adipose tissue B Cannon and J Nedergaard is fully located in brown adipose tissue. Thus, this indicates that those humans who do not possess brown adipose tissue cannot respond to leptin treatment with anything but the appetite-suppressing response. It also implies that the ability of leptin to increase the (reduced) metabolism of postobese humans 40 should be due to (re)activation of brown adipose tissue in these persons, further implying that the lowered metabolism is the result of lowered brown adipose tissue activity in these persons (a lowered brown adipose tissue activity is similarly seen in energy-restricted rats, but not in mice that, probably because of their small size and their ability to enter torpor, do not atrophy their brown adipose tissue during starvation).
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A discussion on the limitations of the adipostat model thermogenesis experiments can be found elsewhere. 42 
Diet-induced thermogenesis
Although the term 'diet-induced thermogenesis' is widely used in metabolic contexts, there is no general agreement as to what this exactly refers. It clearly relates to an increased metabolism caused by certain diets, purportedly with the 'aim' to (partially) counteract the development of obesity in overeating animals. How to quantitate this is not clear. One possibility is to measure meal-induced thermogenesis, but this in its turn includes the heat derived from the actual digestive processes, which is not a true component of the 'diet-induced thermogenesis' concept.
However, if the term is focused to mean diet-adaptationrecruited, norepinephrine-induced thermogenesis ('adaptive adrenergic thermogenesis' may indicate the same thing, when used in these contexts), it is possible to arrive at a clear conclusion: there is no such thermogenesis in the absence of UCP1. 25 The original studies in Ref. 25 were performed on the obesogenic mouse strain C57/B16, but an identical conclusion has been obtained in the 'lean' mouse strain 129Sv as well as in FVB-N mice (HM Feldman et al., unpublished observations).
UCP1-ablated mice become fat
That 'diet-induced thermogenesis' indeed protects against obesity is evident from the fact that, in the absence of UCP1, mice develop obesity even on a normal diet, or display an aggravated obesity when exposed to an obesogenic diet. 25 This effect of the absence of UCP1 was originally published, as indicated above, on the basis of experiments with mice of the obesogenic C57/B16 strain. Whereas followup experiments have found that not all UCP1-ablated mouse strains actually become obese, they all display a phenotype with an increased 'metabolic efficiency' (that is, the amount of energy stored per unit of energy eaten). Some strains accomplish this by eating less in the absence of UCP1 but still storing the same amount of energy; some eat the same but become fat. One study implies that this effect is mainly seen in older animals, 43 but in reality even the data in that study imply that the effect is seen at least from 3 months of age and is only further and linearly aggravated with age. This obesogenic effect of UCP1 ablation is apparently in contrast to the initial observations on the UCP1-ablated mouse, 7 which was reported at that time not to develop obesity. This is because the obesogenic effect of UCP1 ablation is remarkably dependent on environmental temperature ( Figure 3) . Thus, at 'normal' animal house temperatures, UCP1 ablation even leads to a 'protection' against obesity induced by obesogenic diets 44 (and HM Feldman et al., unpublished observations). At temperatures around 26-27 1C (just below thermoneutrality), this protection is no longer observed, 28, 44 and in mammals in the thermoneutral zone, the obesogenic effect of UCP1 ablation becomes evident. 25 This temperature dependence is probably related to the fact that at all environmental temperatures below thermoneutrality, any 'extra' heat production (that is, the diet-adaptation-recruited, norepinephrine-induced thermogenesis described above) contributes to the heat needed to compensate for heat loss, and the effect of diet-induced thermogenesis therefore does not become observable. Nevertheless, the temperature dependence is not fully food intake thermogenesis leptin NE Brown adipose tissue energy balance Figure 2 The seesaw model for the effect of leptin on brown-fat-derived thermogenesis. The leptin signal from the periphery (principally in proportion to the amount of lipid stores) counteracts the 'innate' signal (black weight) that strives to increase food intake and diminish thermogenesis. When the leptin signal dominates over the innate signal, food intake will be diminished and thermogenesis will be increased. The data available imply not only that brown adipose tissue is involved in this thermogenes 67 but that brown adipose tissue is essential: there is no leptin-induced thermogenesis without UCP1. 37,38 NE, norepinephrine.
Thermogenic relevance of brown adipose tissue B Cannon and J Nedergaard understandable: apparently UCP1-ablated mice at lower temperatures eat as much as UCP1-possessing mice 44 (and HM Feldman et al., unpublished observations), and no simple explanation for the observations of 'protection' against diet-induced obesity is thus at hand. By tradition, mice are housed at environmental temperatures of 18-22 1C. This is comfortable for experimenters and animal house personnel (when clothed and working), and the use of animal house temperatures around 30 1C may appear strange. However, in reality, this is the temperature the mice choose themselves if given such an opportunity. 45 Normal animal house conditions impose on the mice a significantly increased metabolism and food intake of some 50% above basal values. It is also important to realize that keeping mice at 30 1C is a way to 'humanize' the mice: the metabolic behavior is then much more similar to that of humans, who, through buildings and clothing, practically constantly find themselves in a thermoneutral environment.
Adaptive adrenergic thermogenesis in general
To our knowledge, there are only two conditions that have been associated with adaptive adrenergic thermogenesis: adaptation to cold and adaptation to certain diets. As summarized above, both these processes are fully dependent on UCP1. In our opinion, there is therefore presently no obvious necessity to attempt to identify mechanisms for adaptive adrenergic thermogenesis that are alternatives to the thermogenesis emanating from brown adipocytes.
If we broaden the issue from adaptive adrenergic thermogenesis to general 'adaptive thermogenesis', the issue becomes more difficult. With regard to adaptation to cold, there is an effect on basal metabolic rate, which is increased by some 10% after acclimation 10, 15 ( Figure 1 ). This occurs to exactly the same extent in wild-type and UCP1-ablated mice and can thus not be seen as a compensation for the loss of UCP1-derived heat. The basis for this increase is unknown, and it seems unlikely that this small increase in basal metabolic rate (that is, only 10%, whereas E400% is needed to protect from hypothermia in the cold) has any thermogenic 'purpose'. Possibilities to explain the response include sustained effects of the large alterations in the digestive system that are necessary to handle four to five times the food intake that is handled at thermoneutrality. As thyroid hormone concentrations are higher in the cold, another possibility is that it represents a 'thyroid thermogenesis'; however, the nature of 'thyroid thermogenesis' is not presently understood. With regard to adaptation to diets, it is uncertain whether there are any effects on basal metabolism. To the extent that there are effects on thermogenic responses to meals, they may well reflect the adrenergic adaptive thermogenesis, as there is an increased sympathetic stimulation to brown adipose tissue as an effect of a meal. 46 No present studies have identified whether possible diet-induced alterations in thermogenic response to meals are UCP1 dependent. Until such studies clearly indicate that a diet-induced thermogenesis exists that is independent of UCP1, we would summarize the present state of knowledge that there is no adaptive thermogenesis without brown adipose tissue.
Stimulated glucose uptake into brown adipose tissue
It is a commonly held view that heat production in brown adipose tissue results (completely) from lipid combustion. However, respiratory quotient values of animals in the cold point to a mixed carbohydrate and fat combustion. Given that nearly all the extra heat in the cold comes from brown adipose tissue, the implication must be that brown adipose tissue is also burning carbohydrate at a high rate. Indeed, brown-fat mitochondria are in no way specialized for fatty acid combustion. Rather, their ability to combust pyruvate (that is, their carbohydrate-combustion capacity) is at least as good as, if not better than, their capacity to combust fatty acids (for example, palmitoyl carnitine). 47 Thus, whereas it is likely that an increase in the free fatty acid level in the cytosol is a necessary step for activation of UCP1 (reviewed in Cannon et al. 48 ), when once activated, the cells burn both carbohydrates and lipids. This implies a high uptake of glucose from the circulation when brown adipose tissue is activated, and this is indeed what is seen in mice in the cold 49 and indeed is the basis for the identification of brown adipose tissue in adult humans. 1 The fact that this glucose 68, 69 At 'normal' animal house temperatures, high-fat-fed wild-type mice become obese, and in the warm, both chow-fed and high-fat-fed wild-type mice become increasingly more obese. Principally, the same temperature dependence is seen in the UCP1-ablated mice, although the relationship between obesity and temperature is 'steeper'. In the cold, no data are presently available; at 'normal' temperatures, there is no difference between wild-type and UCP1-ablated mice on a chow diet but the UCP1-ablated mice are 'protected' against high-fat-diet-induced obesity. 44 Under warm conditions (26-27 1C) , there is no difference between wildtype and UCP1 ablated (KO) mice. 28, 44 In the thermoneutral zone (TNZ), UCP1-ablated mice become obese on a chow diet and show aggravated obesity on a high-fat diet. 25 Thermogenic relevance of brown adipose tissue B Cannon and J Nedergaard uptake is coupled to thermogenesis is evident by the fact that the norepinephrine-induced increase in glucose uptake is not seen in UCP1-ablated mice. 50 Further, in isolated brownfat cells, glucose uptake fully follows thermogenesis. 51 There are presently no studies in which glucose uptake has been examined in isolated mature brown-fat cells from UCP1-ablated mice. The above studies imply that adrenergically stimulated glucose uptake is fully dependent on UCP1. However, this conclusion is somewhat ambiguous because there is clearly a direct effect of norepinephrine on stimulation of glucose uptake in cultured brown adipocytes, even in cultures from UCP1-ablated animals. 52 In addition to being a fuel for thermogenesis, glucose could provide cytosolic ATP for the cell through glycolysis (as the capacity of brown adipocytes for mitochondrial ATP production is very low, because of a near absence of ATP synthase 53 ), and in the form of pyruvate it could enhance the capacity of the citric acid cycle through anaplerotic effects. 54 The absence of stimulated glucose uptake in the brown adipose tissue of UCP1-ablated mice, 50 together with the knowledge that glucose uptake into brown adipose tissue is a major contributor to glucose disposal in mice 49 and (resting) humans, 1 implies that humans without brown adipose tissue should lack an important contributor to glucose disposal and thus be more susceptible to the problems associated with dysglycemia (in type 2 diabetes, particularly).
UCP1-independent processes
Basal metabolic rate Basal (or resting) metabolic rate is independent of the presence or absence of the thermogenic capacity of brown adipose tissue. 10, 15, 26 The erroneous notion that the presence of brown adipose tissue/UCP1 in itself will lead to an increased metabolism probably derives from early studies on ectopic expression of UCP1 (and other UCPs), which have generally been reported to lead to weight reduction or be protective against diet-induced obesity. At present, it is generally accepted that such studies resulted in ectopically expressed UCPs being inserted into the mitochondria in such a way that unregulated uncoupling occurred. 55 However, UCP1 that is inserted correctly is only active when brown adipocytes are adrenergically stimulated. Thus, there is no reason to believe that an increased amount of brown adipose tissue would in itself be helpful in combating obesity; it also has to be adequately and constantly stimulated.
Cold-induced thermogenesis
Defending body temperature is a highly prioritized task in mammals. An animal/subject exposed to cold will therefore increase its/his heat production by any means, irrespective of the presence or absence of brown adipose tissue. 10 Accordingly, a cold-induced decrease in metabolic efficiency will occur with or without brown adipose tissue thermogenesis.
It is sometimes discussed that shivering thermogenesis in some way should be less 'efficient' than nonshivering thermogenesis, that is, more energy should be combusted to maintain the same body temperature if heat is derived from shivering rather than from nonshivering thermogenesis. There is no evidence that this is the case, at least not in mice. 10 A theory behind the notion is that shivering should move more air around and thus more heat should be lost from the body through convection; this may be the case in larger animals, but we are unaware of any such comparisons. In a similar vein, it is sometimes proposed that certain biochemical processes should be more 'efficient' in producing heat than are others. Again, we are not aware of any direct demonstrations of this, and from a theoretical thermodynamic point of view, such a notion would seem difficult to accept.
Inspite of the facts stated, it would be difficult to deny that it is much more comfortable to produce extra heat with brown adipose tissue than with shivering and it is therefore clearly a preferred mechanism.
Acute cold tolerance
It is a general misunderstanding that the contribution of brown-fat-derived heat (and thus the presence or absence of 'nonshivering thermogenesis') can be implied from observing the thermal behavior of a mouse acutely exposed to the cold. This is not the case. A mouse that is acutely exposed to cold depends primarily on muscle shivering to maintain its body temperature, 10, 56 and nonshivering thermogenesis takes over with time (weeks) in the cold. However, to perform the high and sustained level of shivering required, the animal needs strong muscle for this endurance activity, it needs a high capacity and activity of the heart (to deliver four to five times more oxygen to the muscle), as well as a source of combustible energy, often fatty acids released from white adipose tissue. Thus, if a mouse model shows cold intolerance in this type of test, the first suspicion should be that there is a problem with the muscles, the heart or fatty acid release from white adipose tissue. As the mouse will also use any brown-fat-derived thermogenesis that it possesses, a problem with brown adipose tissue may contribute to observed cold intolerance (as is the case with acutely exposed UCP1-ablated mice 7, 10 ). For maintenance of body temperature in acute cold, the mouse indeed uses all available mechanisms. The thermogenic capacity available in brown adipose tissue at the time of the experiment will depend on the thermal prehistory of the mouse. However, as shivering will occur to compensate any absence of brown adipose tissue activity, it is far from certain that acute cold intolerance should be a phenotype of mice with low or no UCP1. As stated above, other physiological systems should be suspected.
Nonadaptive adrenergic thermogenesis
As may be understood from the discussion above regarding adrenergic thermogenesis, there is a 'thermogenic' response Thermogenic relevance of brown adipose tissue B Cannon and J Nedergaard to norepinephrine (or other adrenergic agents) even in UCP1-ablated mice. 15, 25, 26 The molecular background has not been clarified. However, the metabolism of several tissues (notably the heart) is increased by adrenergic stimuli, and any increase in metabolism in any tissue will lead to more ATP utilization and thus to increased mitochondrial oxygen consumption, but not through an 'uncoupled' mechanism. It is clear that this UCP1-independent 'thermogenesis' is not adaptable, that is, it remains at the same level in all physiological conditions. 15, 25 In general, we find it doubtful to use the term 'thermogenesis' to refer broadly to any increase in metabolism in an animal or isolated tissue. We suggest that the word thermogenesis be restricted to conditions in which it is likely that the increased energy use indeed has thermogenesis (or at least energy consumption) as its 'purpose'. In reality, this is only in cases in which the energy utilization is an adaptive process. We therefore find it misleading to refer to any unspecified increase in oxygen consumption as thermogenesis (and through this imply that there should be specific 'thermogenic mechanisms' for this and a specific thermogenic purpose), as these processes can most often be understood simply as increased but nonadaptive metabolism in the tissues studied.
Fevers of different kinds
The study of fevers in mice is not without problems, again being markedly influenced by the environmental temperature. Only at thermoneutrality (that is, again under 'humanized conditions') can a 'typical' febrile response to injections be expected; lower environmental temperatures, as often used, may result in deviant results. 57 Experimentally, fevers can be elicited by different means. Stress fevers can be elicited by saline injections into awake mice. Classical fevers can be elicited either by direct injection of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or by injection of downstream endogenous cytokines such as interleukin 1b (IL-1b) . 29 There is some discrepancy in the literature as to whether the acquisition of fever in mice is associated with an increased thermogenesis, but this may again be related to the experiments having been conducted at different environmental temperatures. Irrespective of these complications, the data available concur in concluding that UCP1 is not necessary for febrile response. This is understandable in the way that an increased body temperature 'set-point', caused by any manipulation (stress, LPS, IL-1b), will result in an animal using any available means to reach this new body temperature (vasoconstriction, behavior, shivering or nonshivering thermogenesis), and this new level will be the same, independent of whether thermogenesis emanates from brown adipose tissue. This should not be confused with the issue as to whether brown adipose tissue can in itself influence fever, in addition to being thermogenic. 58 There are indications that the tissue may release 'bradipokines' with expected fever-inducing properties, 59 and such action would not (necessarily) be eliminated in the UCP1-ablated mouse. Thermogenic relevance of brown adipose tissue B Cannon and J Nedergaard
The lipid composition of the brown-fat mitochondrial membrane Acclimation to cold leads to alterations in the lipid composition of mitochondrial membranes. However, these alterations are not secondary to UCP1-mediated uncoupling or to any other UCP1-dependent activity. 60 The angiogenic processes in brown adipose tissue It is presently discussed whether the increased vascularization in adipose tissues is secondary to hypoxia occurring in the tissues. However, in both interscapular brown adipose tissue and in inguinal white adipose tissue, cold-acclimationinduced angiogenesis is independent of the hypoxia that can occur in tissues during stimulation 61 (but the hypoxia itself is dependent on the presence of UCP1 61 ). The angiogenesis probably represents a direct effect of adrenergic stimulation on existing brown adipocytes, leading to the release of angiogenic factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [61] [62] [63] ( Figure 4 ). VEGF gene expression is even enhanced in these non-hypoxic tissues in the UCP1-ablated mice. 63 Thus, tissue remodeling in this respect (and probably in other respects) occurs both in the absence and presence of UCP1 and is thus not UCP1 dependent (but does require adrenergic stimulation).
Human relevance
With regard to all the issues discussed above as being UCP1 dependent in rodents (mice), it has been a long process to conclude that they all originate from the thermogenic activity of brown adipose tissue (UCP1). At present, we are facing similar problems with regard to whether the parallel phenomena in adult humans may be explainable by brown adipose tissue activity. Of course, this task is much more difficult. No mutations have so far been described as directly affecting the uncoupling activity of UCP1. The only polymorphism reasonably relevant is a polymorphism influencing UCP1 expression level. 64 It has not been highly linked to obesity, although there are some indications. 65, 66 However, although there are evident differences between mice and men, we believe that the primary conclusions so far reached with regard to the major aspects of adaptive adrenergic thermogenesis may be extrapolated with caution to adult humans. We thus expect that metabolic consequences similar to those that occur in UCP1-ablated mice would occur in adult humans without brown adipose tissues, as compared with those that retain brown adipose tissue thermogenic activity. In particular, the spontaneous development of obesity in the absence of the thermogenic capacity of brown adipose tissue is an issue of great interest.
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